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**Plugin Relation By Views / "Other users also read" likewise to "Customers also bought"**

**Status**
- Open

**Subject**
Plugin Relation By Views / "Other users also read" likewise to "Customers also bought"

**Version**
5.x

**Category**
- Feature request

**Feature**

**Trackers**

**Search**

Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Backlinks

Semantic links (3.0)

Shopping cart and payment

**Submitted by**
heb

**Lastmod by**
heb

**Rating**

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟 (0) 🔥

**Description**
The ultimate feature of Amazon and all the e-commerce shopcart systems is the one known as "Customers who bought this item also bought .." or "were also interessted in ..". The feature would show objects or items that were viewed or bought by previous users in conjunction with the actual item or object.

**Idea:**
Applied for tiki a new plugin "Relation By Views" would allow to list related wiki pages (or even other objects) in a page likewise to existing backlinks and alias plugins as well as semantic links. Though, the information is based on previous view counts / his of wiki pages (or other objects) that have been hit by users wihthin the same session as the actual wiki page / object.
The enhancement is obvious: we would make a step further to get implicit relations between pages/objects based on user behaviour. Just as the advantage in ecommerce is cross-selling, we would provide cross-links and encourage readers to have a look to further pages/objects.

In regard to enhancements of the basic shopping cart feature in Tiki 5, this plugin could even be used as a real "customers were also interested in" feature.

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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I look forward to it!
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